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API Draft

- Final comments handled (thanks to all reviewers)
  - Several clarifications (especially on close) and tightening of definitions
- Now in IETF Last Call
Protocol Draft

- Large diff, but almost entirely clarifications/wording/consistency
  - Improvements in particular in fallback
  - IANA option assignment

- Thanks again to all reviewers, especially chairs
Continued Feedback

- Couple of small issues for next version:
  - Ignore checksum if not negotiated
  - Inconsistencies with Address ID and ports
Recent Discussion

• Thread: “Number of DSS to Store”
• At the moment, we support delayed DSS
  - Assuming we keep this: How long for?
    Receive window (as specified) might be too short.
• Implementation feedback suggests we need to insist on in-order:
  - “A mapping for subflow seqno x MUST not be sent before the mappings for subflow seqno 0 .. x-1 have been sent.”
Next...